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, ,,", A ten-year program of research is described that focused on the rile~its, ,,'
ofa bilingual education program for Inuit children in arctic Quebec
(N'unavik), The research' h1volved formal language 'surveys, and experl-',

',' " mental procedures t'o' assess childrens" intellectu'aJ abiiities, their, ; ,',
self-esteem, and the con~equences of being schooled in their heritage "

" :' language (Inuttitut) for Kindergarten, Grade 1 and Grade 2. Tlieresults ;
, indicate that InuttitlJt is strbrigin the communify butis being under:-: ,
. mined'by the growing lise of English', 'and to some extent, French. Inuit, .. ,:
students perform very well on standardized' tests' 6finteliigence, and' '
those exposed to Inuttitut as" the language of instruction outperform

; thos~in the' Engiish or French program: Finally, those in the Inuttitut,
program are the only ones' to show significanfga'insin self-esteem;"

',' ", , ' , , \

~ ..

, \

Un programme de reche;ch~ s'etalant sur une p~riodede dix ans' ciyant' , ' :'
pour but d;exi:uniner lesbienfaits',d'une: education bilingue pour Ie's,"

, enfarits Inuits dLi Nord~du-Q'uebec (Nuriavik) est ded-it. 'Cette'rebherche ';
'a utilise des questionnaireS-de langue et' des procedures experimentales '
p'our eVcUuerles habihhes fntelr'ectuelles, 1'E3stimede soi,' et; le$ , ,
consequences'd'etre eduqu~s dahssaiahgue\mater'rlelle(lr'iutlitut) ~ou~ \
les enfants de maternelle, premiere an'riee et deuxie~e annee: Les, \
resultats indiquerit que I'usag'ede' Inuttitut est ahcre dans fa communaut'e, ,
mais iI est rnisen' peril par l'ernploifrequei1t' de I'anglais;et a un "ceqaii:l "
point'du franc;ilis. Lesenfants h:'Uitsreussiss~rit1:fesbienaux:test~\ '
'standardises d'intelligence, et ies\eleves'ayanteteexpos~saTlrllJttitut
comme 'langue d'instruction surpassent ceux'ayant~te expOses a '
I'anglaisou au franc;ais. Finalernent, ces memesel~~es ayantete instruits, .
en Innutitut sont les s'euls'demontrant ~n gain significatif' enestime de
soL

", \ \ \ .
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\;' . First Ni:lti~ns and 'Inuit com~unities across Canada have finally
" .' '. 'achi'evedsomelevel of'ernpowermEmt interms of gaining a rneasureot

" control overone'vital institution, education. With empowerment has' come
,," a daunting chailenge~' In the context of a legacy~of academic under

achievement and. loss of language and culture, Aboriginal communities
are virtuallylinited in their desire to have their students maintain and

, \ 'grow their heritage ianguage' and culture on the ()n~ hand,white sirnul~

\ \ ; taneously preparing young people to compete in mainstream language(s)
'and tulture(s).\ . " . , . . '." " .'" .' ... ' "., ,',

, .PrototYPic Ofsuch an ambitious aim is' the' Kativik School Board that
, " " serves the fourteen communities in arctic Quebec~ k~oWh colleCtively,

as'Nunavik. The Board implemented, in 1976, af<>rm ofbilingual educa
\. \' tion that was designed to foster expertise in InUit language' (InnuttHut),

, ' and culture, 'arid prepare sti.Jdentsto participate in higher educatio~ In'
\ . . \. . . .. . . . .' .".. .. \ ". . .' , '. \.. . . '. . ". ~ .. :,,' ". . '" '. . -' .

either English or French. The result Waf? a prqgr<:lm,whereby 'st~dents in' \
\ '. kindergarteri;Grade1 and Grade' 2 ret~ive~, i~~truqti~n 'ex~lusivelyin '" .,
". ,Innuttitut. From Grade 3, through to thf3,end()f,~'e~()ndarYschool,stu~'":

.', \;::; dents chose either a French or English stream o(educatipn. \ ..
. ,', ',The program represented a compromise :beh~~en int~rnational re

····sear~hln the field of bilingu~led~cati~nand ihapr~ctical'chaIlEmg~s()f: ,.
'hulTlahresources 'and' materials.. The (;ur~Emt'6ili'ngual prog'rarn' ot'tile ' .

• :: ,. ••• ••• ' • • ••• • I :, \' • ., ., .'. '.. '. " • I. \ •• :. '\ ; • \ \ ,-.. ;.:.. • ". •• ',: •••

Kativik School Board is properly informed by international research in'
the field ot' bilingu'al education. (see August &~arcia, 19~ij;Crawf~rd; .

; . \ 1989;Cummins;~ 1981; 1989; Cummins & Swain; H}86; GeneSee, 1987;
: . ,~ Holm & Holm,'1990;Skutnabb~Kangas, 198f; Taylor, 1990). That is., the

. Kativik program;'()n th~ 'surface,reseri1bl~s 'a 'classic'transitibrialbiHn-, .'
'. gual program. Such programs have been shown tobe ~up~ri()r'to SlJb- '.~

, \ \rl1ersion',or rriainstrea~ language '\lndcult~re o,nly', progr~ms~' putth~ ,
" \. ' \ best objeCtive re'sults arise from prograrps that, cOfJ~inue th~ heritage

, ,language as the medium of instruction Well beYQnd the Grade 3 level. '
. Thu:s, both inJerms of performanc,e in th,e,herhage)angfJage anc;l 'trlain~ ..

\' '.' str~a'nilahgwige, in~ernational'research'indica~~$that ;'Iate~~it" Qf(1l9re: \.
, .balanced'programs are prefe'rable~ The Kativik prdgratnls limited tathe "

" 'first three years because it was necessary to recruit' a'nci fully'train Inuit, ' ,
, '\ • • " II. "t " \ \

, . :. teachers and prepare materials in lnnuttitut. .. <' . ",,' , '.' . . '

'In this' essaywe summarize the re~ulk'of'ah ambitious, tEm year- \ ,
. lo~g .research program designed to assess the impact dfth~ schoOl
" boa~d's bilingual program. Th~ research progrartl\vps unde'1akEm in qr-

;, \, .. der to contribi.Jte objective information to the c:>ngoingdebatein th~

. " ~ co~munities: about the'acadEknic fate of their children,and' b~cause'
" " . international research, ~hi'le' relevant, had not been conducted i~ bon~

texts wh'erethe very survival ofa language and cultu're were at stake.

, . ,
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In order to put their own policy and programs to the test, and with a
willingness to expose themselves to public accountability, the Board
instigated a program of research designed to answer the question of its
own effectiveness. To date, numerous rigorous scientific surveys and
studies have been conducted. Each of these research projects resulted
in a published scientific report, and in addition an executive summary
so that information could be disseminated to the entire community (see
Taylor & Wright, 1989; Taylor, Wright Ruggiero & Aitchison, 1993; Wright
&Taylor, 1995; Wright, Taylor, &Macarthur, 2000).

While each of these reports has allowed policy makers and program
designers to better meet the needs of students, there is a pressing need
to bring the numerous projects together into an integrated profile. Such
an integration of all the projects is paramount because their full signifi
cance cannot be appreciated when they are disseminated one at a time
over a period of several years.

The present integrated summary addresses four fundamental issues:
1} Since so many Aboriginal languages have been lost forever, what is

the current status of Inuttitut in Nunavik?
2} What is the intellectual potential of students in Nunavik?
3} How is the current bilingual format in Nunavik effecting the language

learning of the students?
4} How does the current bilingual format in Nunavik impact the self

esteem of students?
These four issues will be addressed in separate sections. In a final

section, the current bilingual program in Nunavik will be critically ana
lyzed with a view to shaping future policy.

The Current Status of Inuttitut in Nunavik
Schools do not operate in a vacuum; they are both impacted by, and

impact on, the surrounding community. The issue of language is critical
to Nunavik. The stark reality is that the Indigenous languages of Aborigi
nal people have all but disappeared in Canada, the United States, and
indeed around the world (Aikio, 1990; Foster, 1984, Priest, 1985). For
example, in Canada there are at least 83 distinguishable Aboriginal groups
each with their own precious language. Already, 80 of these languages
have disappeared or are on the verge of extinction. The three languages
judged to be "healthy" are Cree, Ojibaway, and Inuttitut. However, even
these supposedly healthy languages are genuinely endangered. The Cree
and Ojibaway languages are only spoken by approximately one-half of
their people (Foster, 1984, Priest, 1985). And, Inuttitut is by no means
immune from the threat of extinction. In Alaska, the Western Arctic, the
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language of the Inuit has been largely replaced by English (Bergsland,
1990; Dorais, 1989; Kaplan, 1990).

If the experience of other Indigenous languages in North America
can be used as an example, Inuttitut is fighting for its very survival. Any
school policy must be made in the context of this possibility. Also, in
order for policies and programs to be properly implemented and truly
effective, the School Board must know how each fits with the general
perceptions and beliefs of the communities. Therefore, decisions about
school policy must be informed by the actual language situation in the
community, and with an understanding of the wishes of the community
with respect to the future of Inuttitut and the role the school should play
with respect to language. With this in mind, the first series of research
studies was initiated. Specifically, formal surveys were conducted, first
in Kuujjuaq (Taylor & Wright, 1989), followed by similar, but not identical,
surveys in Inukjuak, Quaqtaq, Kuujjuaraapik, and Akulivik. The focus of
the questions in these surveys was on respondents' ability to function in
Inuttitut, French and English as well as their views on the status, impor
tance, and future of these three languages in their community. As well,
respondents were asked about the role that the school should play in
developing fluency and literacy in the three languages.

Research Methodology

When social scientists conduct community-based surveys as a rule
of thumb they strive to have a 10% randomly chosen sample of adults in
the community complete the survey instrument. The language surveys
conducted in Nunavik far exceeded these sampling objectives with from
73% to 90% of the population of different communities agreeing to com
plete the research instrument.

In each community, questionnaires were distributed to all members
of the· community who were above the age of fourteen and who were
long-term residents. Complete written instructions accompanied the
questionnaire and these were repeated often in Inuttitut, French and
English using the FM radio station that serves the community. In addi
tion, trained Anglophone, Francophone and Inuttitut interviewers were
made available to answer questions or help respondents complete the
questionnaire.

The questionnaire was designed to ensure that everyone in the
community could voice their opinion equally, and in as unbiased a manner
as possible. First, all questions were posed in a simple and
straightforward manner; no attempt was made to disguise the purpose
of the questionnaire. Second, questions were translated into the three
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languages using a back-translation procedure (Brislin, 1970), and
respondents could complete the questionnaire in the language or
languages of their choice. Third, all questions were answered by the
respondent using a standard response format. For this purpose, an 11
point scale was used. The points on the scale were labeled at the
extre.mes with phrases such as "strongly disagree (0) and "strongly agree
(10), and the intermediate points on the ~cales were also labeled as a
guide for respondents. Respondents then circled a number on the scale
to indicate their opinion. Fourth, the questionnaires were completed in
the privacy of people's own homes and were completely anonymous.
Thus, people had time to consider their response to each question, and
they could feel free to answer the questions honestly and directly.

This format served three important functions. First, it allowed all re
spondents to answer in a standard manner ensuring that each person's
answers were given equal weight. Second, the 11-point scales allowed
respondents to express shades of opinion. Thus, the person did not
have to answer "yes" or "no," but could give partial support for an idea
or indicate a mild or even weak opinion on the issue. Third, the use.of an
11-point scale provided answers that were quantified as numbers. This
allowed for the use of powerful inferential statistics in order to capture
the subtleties as well as the general trends in of respondents' opinions.

Results
Analyses of variance and regression procedures were the statistical

methods applied to the data in each community. Despite some variation
from community to community, the results were surprisingly similar. The
notion that the language situation is very different in larger communities
compared to smaller communities seems unfounded. Thus in the sec
tions to follow we summarize the results from the largest community
(Taylor and Wright, 1989).

Language Fluency and Use
The first important finding is that Inuttitut is clearly the strongest

language in all communities. This general finding confirms what anyone
living in Nunavik can easily observe. However, the survey also points
out certain important subtleties. First, people are far more fluent than
literate in Inuttitut. That is, people speak and understand Inuttitut far
better than they can read and write Inuttitut. This is true of most lan
guages, but the difference in the case of Inuttitut in Nunavik is quite
large, suggesting that literacy skills will need to be improved if Inuttitut
is to achieve a status that will allow it to compete with mainstream lan-
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guages like English and French. Introducing demanding courses in terms
of literacy throughout secondary school might be an important first step.

A second feature of the results is the pivotal position of the English
language. As Figure 1 shows, while Inuttitut is clearly the strongest lan
guage among Inuit in the communities, some ability in English is never
theless widespread. Moreover, it is clear from the results that Anglophone
(English-speakers) and Francophone (French-speakers) residents of
Nunavik are not at all fluent in Inuttitut. In fact, most claimed to have
very little or no ability in Inuttitut. However, Francophones have some
fluency in English. The result is that English emerges as the "link lan
guage" in the community. It is the mother tongue of Anglophones and
the preferred second language for both Francophones and Inuit. This
gives English a dominant position, because it serves as the lingua franca
-the one language that everyone can use to communicate. So, as Figure
1 illustrates, while Inuttitut is the strongest language among Inuit, En
glish is the link language in the community.

Despite the strength of Inuttitut in the communities, then, English
has gained a strong foothold as the lingua franca. And, there is more
evidence that the status of Inuttitut is under threat from English and, to
a lessor extent, from French. An examination of the language abilities of
Inuit of different ages reveals a disquieting· profile. As can be seen in

Figure 1
Inuit, Anglophones and Francophones

Language Ability in each of 3 languages

FrancophonesAnglophones

Heritage Group

Inuit

~8
:c
«6
Q)

~
5,4
j
c:: 2as
Q)

~ ()+_....L;;..~
Very Low
Ability

Very High
Ability

10 r----..--------==;=:::;::;:;:::~-_==__,
o InuttitlJt
• English
11French :
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Figure 2, Inuit over the age of 45 are extremely fluent in Inuttitut and their
English skills are limited. By contrast, those between 25 and 44 years of
age are less fluent in Inuttitut and far more fluent in English. And, this
pattern of increased fluency in English at the expense of ability in Inuttitut
is most pronounced for the youngest group of Inuit--those less than 25
years of age. What seems to be emerging are the first signs of a "sub
tractive" form of bilingualism (Lambert, 1977; Lambert & Taylor, 1983;
Taylor, Meynard, & Rheault, 1977). That is, as people become more flu
ent in English, there is a corresponding drop in their abilityinlnuttitut.
This, of course, raises the painful question of "How 10ngbefore.English,
or French, comes to totally replace Inuttitut?"

Figure 2
Inuit People of 3 age groups ratings of

Language Ability in each of 3 languages

45+26-44
Aae Group

Very.Low
Ability

Very High
AbiUty

10 ,---------------:=::~=--------:-__,
o Inuttitut
• English
II French

Further evidence for the growing power of English, and to some
extent French, is found in respondents' reports of which language they
use in different situations. While hunting and fishing,lnuttitut is com
pletely dominant. However, when it comes to the work environment there
is a sharp increase in the use of English and French with a correspond
ing drop in the use of Inuttitut. Given the ever-increasing importance of
the work place in the lives of young Inuit, this also points to the growing
power of English and French to serve as a replacement for Inuttitut.
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Finally, the mass media (television, southern radio, videos, and the
computer internet) which now reaches almost every home in Nunavik, is
dominated by English. This is especially true for television which our
respondents report watching an average of seven hours a day.

In summary, while the heritage language, Inuttitut, is vibrant and
functional among the Inuitof Nunavik, it is under pressure from English
and, to a lessor extent, French. English is the default lingua franca, it is
the dominant language in the mass media, and it is fast becoming the
language of the young and the language used on the job. The challenge
is straightforward. Dramatic steps will be needed to protect the strength
of Inuttitut, or it will become extinct as has happened to so many Native
languages.

Language Attitudes and the Role of the School

The results of the language surveys make it very clear that people in
the community believe that the school must play an active role in the
protection and propagation of Inuttitut. Most respondents do not see
the home as the only place where Inuttitut is learned. They believe that
the school should be an equal partner in the process. That is, the school
cannot simply ignore Inuttitut and expect that it will be learned in the
children's homes or in the community. On the other hand, the school
cannot simply eliminate all instruction in English or French, since these
languages are necessary in order to prepare young people for participa
tion in mainstream society.

What this means is that the school is being challenged with the task
of taking a "subtractive bilingualism" situation and replacing it with "ad
ditive bilingualism". Thus, the school must pursue its responsibility for
protecting Inuttitut in such a way that as students progress in Inuttitut it
actually helps them become more fluent in English, and as they acquire
more English it actually serves to improve their Inuttitut. This would cre
ate a truly additive form of bilingualism, since progress in one language
adds to skills in the other. Compare this to the current situation where
increased fluency in English is accompanied by less use of and lower
fluency in Inuttitut.

In summary, the community-based language surveys provide vital
information from which to set school policy and programs. The research
makes the school board's challenge clear: it must develop programs
that create an additive bilingual setting where students become skilled
in both their heritage language and at least one of English and/or French,
while at the same time they must be successful in mastering the course
content.
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The Intellectual Potential of Inuit Students
It is no secret that Native students in general, and Inuit students in

particular, do not perform well at school (Duffy, 1988; Frideres, 1988;
Rampaul, Singh & Didyk, 1984; Robitaille and Choiniere, 1985; United
States Department of Education, 1987). Parents in Nunavik are well aware
of their children's academic underachievement. They see how few of
their young people graduate from Secondary V. They are·aware of the
number of dropouts. And, they know that even those fewthat do pursue
a mainstream education at the college level rarely succeed. What the
parents don't see is the underachievement of students even when they
are in school and apparently attending regularly.

This discouraging reality has led some parents and educators to
question the intellectual capacity of the students. Slowly, quietly people
begin to accept the stereotype that Inuit children, and Native children
more generally, do not have the intelligence to be successful at
academics. The more people come to believe this stereotype, the more
they will give up on their children and their students. The only solution is
to formally test the students; to attempt to determine if there is any validity
to this stereotype. The problem is that the only scientifically valid tests
are those that have been developed for mainstream students. Naturally,
such tests are biased against Inuit students. And, the bias is not only in
terms of the language that the test is in, or cultural biases in the content
of the test questions, but also in terms of the form of the test itself.
Mainstream students are accustomed to being formally tested from a
very young age. For Inuit students, such formal tests are a novel
experience (Crago, 1992; Crago, Annahatak & Ningiuruvik, 1993). Like
any other skill, this practice with formal test taking gives mainstream
students an advantage that has nothing to do with their underlying
intellectual ability.

Despite formal testing with mainstream instruments placing Inuit
students at a disadvantage, the decision was made to formally test
students and to compare their performance with mainstream students
of the same age, and in the same grade. The particular test chosen was
the Raven Coloured Progressive Matrices. This is a standardized test
purported to be a valid measure of Analytic Intelligence (Carpenter, Just,
& Snell, 1990; Raven, Raven & Court, 1993). It was chosen because it is
arguably the most culturally unbiased test of all the available standard
intelligence tests (Raven, Court &Raven, 1990, Wright, Taylor, &Ruggiero,
1996).
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Research Methodology

Over a period of several years, approximately 100 Inuit students in
Kindergarten, Grade 1, and Grade 2 were administered the test. Be
cause no valid conclusions can be drawn from a small sample of chil
dren, several years of testing were required in order to ensure that a
large number of children could be tested. The test was administered to
each child individually in a quiet location outside of the classroom. The
original English instructions were translated into French and Inuttitut
and were administered in the child's first language by an experienced
co-ethnic tester.

The test involves 36 separate problems that are presented to the
child one at a time. In each problem, the child is presented with a board
containing a design pattern with a piece missing. The child is required
to choose the missing piece from an array of six possibilities. The first
few problems are relatively simple, but the problems become increas
ingly difficult and soon require high levels of analytic intelligence.

Results

The performance of the children from Nunavik were put to the most
challenging test. They were compared to children in the United States
(Raven , 1990), children from across Canada, and children from south
ern regions of Quebec (Ionescu, Jourdan-Ionescu, Alain, Rousseau &
Inostroza, 1992).

Despite their lack of experience with formal test-taking, the children
from Nunavik scored equal to, and in some cases better than, children
of the same age from across the United States and Canada. As one can
see in Figure 3, when compared to U.S. children, The Nunavik children
score higher at every age level. These results are very impressive given
that formal tests are biased in favour of White, urban, children for whom
the tests were originally designed.

These results lay to rest any stereotypes about the intellectual po
tential of Inuit children. They clearly have the underlying analytic intelli
gence necessary to successfully master school material. The implica
tion is that to address the underachievement of Inuit students what is
really needed is a firm commitment from parents, community leaders,
and educators. The children are capable of achieving at high levels; they
just need support and appropriate types of classroom experiences that
will allow them to be successful.
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Figure 3
Scores on the Raven Coloured Progressive Matrices

for Nunavik children and U.S. children by Age
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An Evaluation of Bilingual Education in Nunavik
In most communities in Nunavik, children receive instruction for Kin

dergarten, Grade 1 and Grade 2 in Inuttitut. Beginning in Grade 3, par
ents must choose either a French or English stream for their children to
follow through to Secondary V. Three arguments underlie the rationale
for a bilingual program whereby students spend their early years in school
learning in Inuttitut. First, the students will benefit academically from
learning in the language with which they are most familiar (Cummins,
1989). Second, their Inuttitut language skills will be enhanced by school
instruction in Inuttitut (Crawford, 1989). Third, the assumption is that
any gains students make in Inuttitut will be transferred quickly to other
languages such as English or French (Lambert, 1983; Willig, 1985).

However, the form of bilingual education chosen by the Kativik School
Board,while supported by general models of bilingual education, must
be scientifically evaluated for several important reasons. First, finding
and training Inuit teachers is time consuming and expensive, as is the
development of programs and preparation of materials in Inuttitut. Such
a commitment can only be justified if young students do make appre
ciable gains in their fluency and literacy inlnuttitut. Second, the value of
this policy must be addressed if instruction through Inuttitut results in a
long-term deficit in the learning of French or English. Third, changes
may also be needed if the bilinguality of the program retards students in
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their learning of the content of the school material.
A scientific evaluation of the program requires much more than

soliciting the opinions of educators, teachers, community leaders,
parents, and students. After all, educators and teachers who are
responsible for the program are biased and will likely speak highly of the
program. Parents and community leaders may have a negative opinion
because they see that children are not performing as well as they should.
Thus, any solicitation of opinion will be biased in one direction or the
other.

Fortunately, circumstances arose in the community of Kuujjuaq which
permitted a genuine scientific analysis of the bilingual program. In 1988,
the principal decided that parents should have the option to have their
children schooled in Inuttitut, French, or English in Kindergarten, Grade
1, and Grade 2. Thus, a naturally occurring situation arose that allowed
for an evaluation of the consequences of children being schooled in
Inuttitut. By comparing the performance of children in the new Inuttitut
program with children of the same age, the same community, and who
were following the same curriculum, only in a different language (French
or English), a direct test of the program could be made.

The research design called for testing all children in the Inuttitut, the
English, and the French programs, with every child being tested in all
three languages. They would be tested at the beginning and the end of
the school year with a standard battery of tests (see Wright, Taylor, &
Macarthur, 2000).

Research Methodology

Each child was tested in all three languages at the beginning, and at
the end, of the school year for Kindergarten, Grade 1 and Grade 2. Thus,
there were six testing sessions in all and it was possible to monitor the
progress of the children through their first three years of school. Chil
dren were taken from their classes during regular instruction and tested
individually in a quiet location. The order of the language of the tests
was determined randomly and children did not receive more than one
language battery of tests per day. The tests were administered by one of
six trained testers: two Native speakers of each of the three languages.
The testers were experienced educators with long-term involvement in
Nunavik schools. Testers were extensively trained and each observed
the other same-language testers on a number of occasions to make
sure that they all administered the tests in an identical manner. Although
several of the testers were fluent in more than one language, each ad
ministered the tests only in their first language.
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Each battery of tests was comprised of some 16 tests designed to
assess general language competencies and language skills. The tests
covered a range of skills and difficulty levels and took an average of 45
minutes per child to administer. The tests were designed by a commit
tee comprised of researchers, teachers and education specialists, and
were designed to be a fair test of children who are following the Kativik
curriculum. This curriculum, while designed for Inuit students, does par
allel the broader Quebec curriculum and is equally demanding. Once
tests had been designed it was necessary to prepare careful transla
tions in all three languages to ensure that each battery was identical.

No single test is a fair measure of a child's language ability. That is
why the battery included 16 tests. The child's total score across all 16
tests provides a good indication of the child's General Language Profi
ciency. This overall score can then be divided into two important com
ponents (Cummins, 1981 ; Snow, Cancino, Temply & Schley, 1991). First,
some of the tests were combined to form a measure of Conversational
Language Proficiency. This represents the child's ability to engage in
simple conversations with friends and family about everyday events.
Second, the more demanding tests were combined to form a measure
of Academic Language Proficiency. These more demanding tests mea
sure the child' ability to use a given language in order to engage in the
kind of complex reasoning and problem-solving that is required to be
successful at school.

Results

The results of several years of testing, involving close to 150 stu
dents, point to significant academic and linguistic advantages for stu
dents receiving instruction in Inuttitut. Indeed the results are so clear,
and the experience of parents' of children in the program has been so
positive, that there has been a dramatic change in the choice of the
parent's of children entering kindergarten. Initially, most parents opted
for the programs using French and English as the language of instruc
tion, with only a minority of parents enrolling their children in the Inuttitut
program. In the last few years, parents have overwhelmingly opted for
the Inuttitut option, to the point that there are insufficient students for
the French and English streams.

The results for the General Language Proficiency scores are based
on the student's total performance on all 16 separate tests. As shown in
Figure 4, Inuit students in the Inuttitut program show the expected im
provement in their scores in Inuttitut over the six testings. They make
rapid gains during the school year, then remain at that level through the
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summer vacation. This profile for Inuit students in the Inuttitut program
is precisely the same pattern and level of achievement shown by main
stream students in their first language. The Inuit students in the Inuttitut
program also show steady improvement in English, although obviously
not achieving the same high levels in English that they show in Inuttitut.
Finally, their development in French is minimal. Clearly, the students are
benefiting from their instruction in Inuttitut in terms of Inuttitut fluency.
Their ability in their heritage language parallel that of mainstream stu
dents. The gains made in English are, no doubt, due to the widespread
use of English in the community and its predominance on television.

Figure 4
Inuit Children - Inuttitut Proficiency

Scores on six test occasions by children in three language programs
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Inuit students in the English program show strong improvement in
English over the six testings. Because English is not their home lan
guage, by the end of Grade 2, these students have not achieved the
same level in English as the students in the Inuttitut program have
achieved in Inuttitut. Nevertheless, the students in the English program
do make good progress in English. However, as can be seen in Figure 4,
while their Inuttitut skills do develop to some degree over the three years,
children in the English program do not reach the high level shown by
those in the Inuttitut program.

Finally, Inuit children in the French program make good progress in
French, although they cannot benefit from the same community support
for this language as those in the Inuttitut and English programs. Figure 4
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clearly shows that, like children in the English program, the Inuttitut skills
of children in the French program develop somewhat over the three years,
but they fall well short of the children who are in the Inuttitut program.

The results for the Conversational Language Proficiency and Aca
demic Language Proficiency are particularly revealing. The second set
of bars in Figure 5 show that at the end of Grade 2 (the final testing), the
total scores on the easier tests that measure conversational proficiency
are relatively high for children in all three language programs. Thus, at
the end of Grade 2, students in the English and the French programs
appear to have conversational skills in Inuttitut which are only slightly
lower than those who are in the Inuttitut program. However, the last set
of bars in Figure 5 show that for the more difficult Academic proficiency
tests the students in the Inuttitut program score much higher than those
in the English or French programs. What this indicates is that Inuit chil
dren in the Inuttitut program are developing a level of language skill that
will allow them to use the Inuttitut language to solve· complex mental
problems. However, Inuit children in the English and French programs,
while retaining their ability to carry on simple conversations, are falling
behind in their ability to function at the highest levels in Inuttitut.

Clearly, there are considerable benefits associated with following an
Inuttitut program of instruction. However, there are important questions
that remain, and these questions must also be researched thoroughly.
For example, what effect does following an English or French program

FigureS
Inuit Children - Inuttitut Proficiency

General, Academic, and Conversational Proficiency in at the
end of Grade 2: Scores for children in each of 3 language programs
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after Grade 2 have on those students whose Inuttitut was so strong at
the end of Grade 2? Will students who followed the English and French
programs all the way through from Kindergarten to secondary school
continue to lose their Inuttitut? Would there be even more benefits if
Inuttitut were continued on into Grade 3 and beyond? When will students
who have been in the Inuttitut program for Kindergarten to Grade 2
acquire skills in French or English that are equal to (or higher) than the
skills shown by children who have been in the French or English programs
from the beginning of Kindergarten? These are precisely the questions
that are being addressed in current testing sessions with students.

The rationale for implementing a bilingual program whereby students
would spend their early years in school learning in Inuttitut is that the
students will benefit academically from learning in their first language,
that their Inuttitut skills will be enhanced by school instruction in Inuttitut,
and that the gains made in Inuttitut will transfer quickly to English or
French. All of these assumptions seem to be supported not only by in
ternational research but by the results from students in Nunavik.

Bilingual Education and Self-Esteem
There is another important rationale for having students learn through

their home language in their first years at school. Entering school for the
first time can be rather traumatic for the young child and their difficulties
in coping can be heightened when they not only must adjust to a new
environment, but must also confront a new language from a teacher of a
different culture (see Cummins, 1989). Presumably when the teacher
speaks only in a language the child does not understand and behaves in
ways that are very different from the way the child's parents and family
behave, the child will feel increasingly uncomfortable and unworthy at
school (Williamson, 1987; Wright & Taylor, 1995). Before long, the child
may develop low self-esteem - a mental state that is not be conducive
to effective learning (Covington, 1989).

The Kuujjuaq research project allowed for a scientific test of the
effects of language of instruction on self-esteem. Some Inuit students
followed a program where their home language, Inuttitut, was the lan
guage of instruction and their teachers were from their own cultural group.
Inuit students in the French and English programs were taught in a sec-

. ond language and usually had a teacher from a different cultural group.
By comparing the self-esteem of children the Inuttitut program to those
in a second-language program (English or French), it was possible to
determine which program had the most positive impact on the students'
self-esteem.
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Research Methodology

Self-esteem is very difficult to measure because it is a psychologi
cal state that most are unaware of in themselves, especially young chil
dren. Thus, the researcher cannot simply ask young children about their
self-esteem. Instead, a more indirect methodology must be developed.

The test developed for the students in Kuujjuaq involved the use of
Polaroid photographs (see Wright & Taylor, 1995). At the beginning of
the test, the tester took two photographs of the child. The child was
given one of the photographs as a gift to take home. The second photo
graph was added to a set of eight photographs of other children who
were the same age as the child being tested. Each set of photographs
contained four Inuit children (two boys and two girls) and four White
children (two boys and two girls). None of the children in the photo
graphs were known to the child being tested.

The child was presented with the nine photographs and asked to
sort them on a variety of dimensions. For example, the child was asked
to pick all the "girls," or pick all the "Inuit." In addition, the child was
asked to pick all the children who are "smart," who are "nice," who are
"happy," who "have lots of friends," who "like to go to school," who are
"good at lots of things," and who "the other children don't like." Self
esteem is measured by the number of times the child picks his or her
own' photograph as one of the children who is smart, nice, happy, and
soon.

Also, group-level effects can be tested, by considering the number
of photographs of other Inuit children and White children the child picks
in response to these questions. If the child consistently sees the White
children as more positive than the Inuit children, this would indicate a
low level of esteem for his or her own group-lower collective self-esteem
(Crocker & Luhtanen, 1990; Cross, 1987).

This self-esteem test was given to children in the English, French
and Inuttitut programs at the beginning and the end of their kindergar
ten year.

Results

Personal self-Esteem
The results confirm that self-esteem is affected positively by having

children learn in their own language. Generally, Inuit children in all three
programs began kindergarten with positive self-esteem (most children
see themselves as smart, nice, happy, etc.). Figure 6 shows that Inuit
children in the second language programs maintained this positive view
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of themselves during the school year. However, Figure 6 also shows that
students in the Inuttitut program began kindergarten with a positive self
esteem, and their self-esteem became even more positive over the school
year. Thus students in the Inuttitut program showed an increase in self
esteem.

Figure 6
Inuit Children - Self-Esteem Scores

for children in the Inutitut Kindergarten and Second language
(English &French) Kindergartens
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Not only was the children's personal esteem affected positively by
instruction in Inuttitut by an Inuit teacher, there were positive group
based effects as well. Figure 7 shows that Inuit children in the Inuttitut
program tended to have a slight preference for other Inuit children over
White children. This is a normal and healthy form of mild favouritism
toward their own group. Most psychologists would agree that this dem
onstrates a positive collective view of Inuit children as a group. How
ever, Figure 7 also shows that Inuit students in the French and English
programs showed the reverse pattern; they actually preferred White chil
dren over Inuit children. Already, children in these second-language pro
grams (English and French) are showing some of the negative effects on
their group level esteem. They are beginning to down-grade their own
group in a pattern that represents a form of negative collective self
esteem.

In summary, these results indicate that children not only learn better
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Figure 7
Inuit Children - Evaluation of Inuit and White Photographs

by children in the Inutitut Kindergarten and Second language
(English & French) Kindergartens
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in their own language, but they develop a more positive view of them
selves as a person and a healthier view of Inuit children as a group.
Ongoing research is attempting to determine whether or not this trend
continues as the students advance in their studies, and what happens
to the children in the Inuttitut program when, in Grade 3, they suddenly
switch to an English or French program.

Bilingual Education in Nunavik: A Critical Analysis
The portrait that arises from the findings of all these different re

search initiatives is one of affirmation and optimism, but a sense that
there is more to be accomplished. First, the research reveals that the
Kativik School Board is confronted with a situation where the Inuttitut
language is fighting for its very survival and where the Board is asked to
share the responsibility for ensuring a healthy future for Inuttitut.

Second, the children of Nunavik have as strong an academic poten
tial as any other group in Canada or the United States. Thus, the current
underachievement of the students is a problem that can be addressed if
there is the political will and the appropriate expertiseis brought to bear
on the issue.

Third, the policy of using trained Inuit teachers and teaching in
Inuttitut for the early grades seem well founded. Students in such a pro
gram gain linguistic, academic and self-esteem benefits over those
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schooled in a second language (English or French).
Finally, there are social benefits as well. By· using Inuttitut as the

language of instruction, the value and importance of the Inuttitut lan
guage is reinforced both in the minds of the children and the Inuit pro
fessional who administer and teach the Inuttitut programs.

This affirmation of current policy and optimism for the future must
be accompanied, however, with some caution. While the research con
firms the advantages of an Inuttitut program it also raises many ques
tions which must be researched with equal care. The research raises the
question of the long-term benefits of the Inuttitut program. The program
lasts only until Grade 2 and it remains to be seen whether the academic
and social benefits evidenced by the students at the end of Grade 2 will
carry throughout their school years. This, in turn, raises a larger policy
question. If students benefit from instruction in Inuttitut, why stop at the
end of Grade 2? The implications of the research are that it might be
advantageous to expand the Inuttitut program into Grades 3 and be
yond.

Thus, the research points to a policy at the crossroads. On the one
hand, the insight to introduce Inuttitut as the language of instruction for
the early school years seems well founded. The board can only be grati
fied that a policy requiring such an investment of resources to train pro
fessional Inuit teachers, and to develop programs and materials in
Inuttitut, has paid important dividends. The challenge for the future is to
view the research as suggesting that a similar commitment and invest
ment is needed to expand the Inuttitut program beyond the early years
of schooling.
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